Wessex Out Of Sync Trainee’s 
Small Group Educational Sessions

As a Deanery we are aware that there are a number of trainees who have had their ST3 day release course quota but who are out of sync with their peers and still in post. This group has been set up to provide an opportunity for peer support, case discussion, hot topics and a cup of tea!! The group is fully supported by Richard Weaver, Director of GP Education and Head of School.

Eligible Trainees would be those who have had:

- **Time out of training i.e.:** maternity leave, sick leave, compassionate leave
- **Academic posts**

Dr Emily Edwards, Southampton GP Educator, facilitates the group every two weeks for a morning session of small group work tailored to their needs. Sessions are held at either Southampton General Hospital or Southern House in Otterbourne.

Attendance at the sessions should be discussed with the Practice and Trainees should use their study leave or CPD session to attend.

For further information and dates for the sessions please contact:

Emily Edwards

pm04ese@doctors.org.uk